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Chroma green is one of the main resources used in video to create the illusion that it is possible 
to see anything one wishes to display. The chroma background will later be replaced in the post-
production processes. The sensible world, then, is no longer the source of images; it has been 
replaced by hypertechnologisation, which can recreate what we know by borrowing from a video 
archive, as well as from our imagination. 

In The Climate Control and the Summer of Love, Olivier DOLLINGER stages an almost surgically 
calculated cinematic atmosphere. His set is extremely neat, but with an electric green replacing 
the usual white. Here, the performer dressed in black with a white mask covering her face enters 
into dialogue with this green screen aesthetic. Both elements placed in front of the camera, scene-
ry and actor are alienated. The potential of their beings is infinite, and in this non-recognition they 
are diluted, because they would only be defined during a hypothetical post-production. 

The suggested action reinforces this “liquid” quality too: the actress shakes a bottle of soap and 
water and blows on the mix into a glass tube to make a bubble. She then hypnotically observes 
the transparent sphere while it floats. At times, the bubble takes on the appearance of a camera 
lens that reflects whomever it observes. But the soapy bubble is fragile and, at the slightest touch, 
it vanishes. The act is repeated. This time, what disappears is not the bubble, but the human. 
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Now only the audience observes the floating sphere until finally it transforms into a spectre and 
slips back down the transparent tubes from which it rose. We are left observing the only thing we 
thought would be replaced: the green set. 
 
The surgery should be the most contained space in existence along with the procedures carried 
out within it. Yet on this occasion, in the production room, the conditions appear to cause the 
failure of the experiment. Objects and characters are diluted. One might think that the climate 
conditions—of the weather—are out of control, and that they cannot endure the lapse—of time—, 
reaching the final disappointment (in French, the word temps refers to the weather as well as to 
time). 

We stand before a paroxysm of the moving image’s illusionist ambition. It works like a metaphor 
for the metamorphosis that electronic images allowed for: images are nowadays multiplied and 
distributed almost infinitely, thanks to virtual and digital technology. Herein resides the paradox 
presented by Dollinger’s film: in order to create audiovisual images, he does without everything 
except for the green screen, that maximum receptor of virtuality. Let it all disappear, except for 
the after effects. 

Melina Ruiz-Natali
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OLIVIER DOLLINGER  
Born in 1967, lives and works in Paris  
 
His works question the social space and the  
individual attemps to forge a contemporary  
indentity. In his photographs and videos, Olivier 
Dollinger unmasks the interior intensity and vio-
lence developped by everyone to rispond to  
a desired social role. 

Extract of an interview with CLAIRE LE RESTIF  
on the occasion of the exhibition at CREDAC,  

Contemporary Art Center of Ivry-sur-Seine

C.L.R :  You are the only “performer” of your first videos : “Apocalypse now” (1996, 6mn),  
 “En ce moment sur France Info…” (At the moment on France Info) (1996, 8mn).

O.D :  I did indeed train to be an actor. I didn’t go the Art school. I set up a theatre company.  
 At the time I didn’t give shows but what I intuitively called “performances”.
   These micro-shows took place on the edge of plays, before or after a show and never on the  
 stage, but around or outside the theatre. 

C.L.R :  You very quickly understood that what you were doing was not exactly theatre.  
 You knew then only very little about the existence of this kind of artistic language. 

O.D :  It was indeed about intuition insofar as I am self-taught. I had no knowledge of the  
 existence of this kind of artistic language in Art History. These performances took place  
 a bit on the edges of accepted conventions. Little by little they met with a public more  
 interested in Contemporary Art. This is how I passed from theatre to art.
 “Quelques blagues carambar…”(A Few Carambar Jokes…) (1996, 8 mn) : I fill this time with  
 information in a minimalist style performance. With my mouth full of Carambar sweets I try  
 to read a joke until its overdose.  
 These performances are interested in everyday cultural products more than in great  
 narratives and are in this way, by there minimalist set up, similar to certain performances of 
 the sixties and seventies. As a possible space for saying the ultra-thin and ordinary things…
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C.L.R :  Your are greatly interested in symptoms. Your photographs from the same period seem to  
 be post-performances, consecutive to action. Your body, your face are always central. 
 There are not yet any outside characters.

O.D :  To begin with the questions I was interested in could be resumed to : “How should we  
 communicate when we are totally saturated by information?” “What is really communicated  
 behind this ceaseless noise that surrounds us?” At this same period I made a series of self- 
 portraits (1995, large format – framed as identityphotos) all presenting everyday aches and  
 pains which altered my face through its holes,  its openings.  
 All my face’s orifices of communication, mouth, nose, eyes, ears were defromed by slight  
 everyday aches and pains.

C.L.R :  A central character appears which seems to replace you : “Andy” with the “Resuscitate  
 Andy” kit. Another body that you will act upon. This project lasted five years and is funda 
 mental. This work which is a kind of resuscitation ends with the destruction  
 of the dummy! 

O.D. :  The first work with Andy was made in 1995 for a one-man show at Art 3 in Valence  
 where I spent the week before the opening, alone in the space with the dummy.  
 It was a very big and empty space, I made him walk, I talked to him, I sang him songs.  
 The idea was to animate the exhibition space with the weight of what remained in art.  
 How do we animate art? What do we do with art?
 [...] 

 Andy is a dummy used in First Aid lessons. What interested me in this object was its status.  
 A contradiction which cannot be exceeded, an object which we continually try to bring to 
 life, an object we set upon in emptiness, something lost in advance, a non sense in some 
 ways inscribed in the very workings of the object. Andy seemed ideal for exploring  
 my interest in the notion of identity.  

Le projet d’Andy, 1995-2002
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C.L.R : ”The Tears Builder” (1998, 30 mn) : an enlarged, blown up body, totally unnatural, strolls  
 around the space.  “Burning” (1999, 3 mn) : you invite a young man to enter a symbolic  
 place, the “Arts Centre” with his scooter. He sped into the space’s corners, braked   
 and left tyre marks. “Over-Drive” (6 mn) 2003 : people shut themselves into cars.  
 The three works, three closed spaces  address in some way the construction of masculine  
 identity through stereotypes.

O.D : Three closed spaces through which the “masculine” attempts to construct itself in  
 a desperate desire for power pushed to the extreme. In “The Tears Builder” this is played out  
 by the mastering of the body, in “Burning” by the mastering of mechanics,  
 and in “Over-Drive”, it is the gallery space which is literally superposed on the psychological  
 space of the competitors. 

 
C.L.R :  In “The Tears Builder”, you are no longer on stage. 
 
O.D : In the videos you are referring to, the performance has in a certain way become more  
 complexe and transferred from my body to those of others. The people invited to participate 
 in my procedures have to re-play their realities in another real.  
 Separated from his environment and usual functions, the bodybuilder’s body fights with its 
 own representation.  
 Presentation and representation are reversed, both for the character and for my manner of  
 filming the action. I am always trying to get very close to the bodybuilder’s breath.  
 [...]
 In these pieces the aim is to fuse together performance and TV reality modes for  
 “The Tears Builder”, performance and experimental film aesthetics in “Over-Drive”,   
 performance and a certain cinema language in “Le projet Norma Jean”  
 (The Norma Jean Project) 2003.

C.L.R :  In your work you generally choose appearances and faces in the passage from  
 adolescence to adulthood. 

O.D :  Andy the dummy was also between two ages and two sexes. According to the lighting  
 he could be as much feminine as masculine. Adolescence is a state between two worlds  
 where everything is possible, where anything can happen, where nothing is defined.  
 It is an unstable state in which the child that we were enters into conflict with the adult  
 we are to become. It is therefore a time and a space of resistance and anxiety and this is  
 why this time interests me. Like a time where things can be played over and over again.

The tears Builders I, 1998 Burning, 1999 Over-Drive, 2003
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STORYLINE

A week before the opening of his exhibition, Olivier Dollinger invites a professional  

bodybuilder to occupy for one day the empty space of the gallery. 

Only one instruction : to put himself in the same condition of wait and physical preparation 

as before to get on the exhibition podium.

«The Tears Builders» reveal during 30 minutes the wandering of an overinflated body,  

a body performance, a body in seach of a function at his size. 

OTHER VIDEOS

The Tears Builders, 1998 
Vidéo / 30’ 

Editions 5 ex. + 2 AP 
©O. Dollinger 
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EXTRACT OF «GRIEVANCES IN THE WORK OF OLIVIER DOLLINGER»  
BY CHRISTINE MACEL, 2005 

Dollinger’s research has been confirmed  in his recent work “Norma Jean” with the  
hypnosis of six young Hollywood actresses invited to a session with the aim of re-living Marilyn 
 Monroe’s emotional state before her death. 
The suffering, seductive or distraught faces of these hypnotised cases speak a silent and 
violent language which confirms Darwin’s intuition on body language, revealed in 1872 in  
L’Expression des emotions chez les homes et les animaux (The Expression of Emotions in 
Men and Animals.) This field of investigation, resumed in 1960, undergoes today an impor-
tant regain in interest, confirming if it were needed that impulse can be read in the body.  
Freud, as with Charcot in France, had himself sensed this in using the hypnosis technique, before 
abandoning it for the analytical cure. 
Proof if needs be, that the pure mind’s intelligence is almost relegated behind man’s animal origins, 
whose force goes so much beyond it.

Dollinger’s arts incites us in some ways to unlearn how to think. A strange enterprise one could 
say, but which proves beneficial for those who really try to interest themselves in life, without, as 
Valéry said, making an “idol” of one’s mind. 
Dollinger confronts this paradox of contemporary man who, faced with a culture of information 
privileging pure spirit, must protect himself from an offer and an incitement which could take away 
from him all capacity to taste life with passion.

Reverb (Norma Jean Project), 2003 
Vidéo / 15’ 

Editions 5 ex. + 2 AP 
©O. Dollinger 
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The missing viewer, 2009 
Vidéo / 7’ 

Editions 5 ex. + 2 AP 
©O. Dollinger 

EXTRACT OF «OLIVIER DOLLINGER : THE IMPOSSIBLE IMAGE»  
BY MATHILDE VILLENEUVE, 2011 

Olivier Dollinger’s camera acts as a dilating pupil, an omnivorous look that puts his subjets in 
a state of observation. 
It amplifies the discriminatory aspect of the field of vision, and makes its sub-
ject an object of study, deprived of gaze but exhibited in the eyes of all.  
Guaranteeing the possibility of seeing without being seen, it allows us to look without guilt.  
This claming effect of the work is commensurate with the fragilization of the subject of the 
action, led to evolve in a circumscribed and exposed space. Dollinger’s actions take place in 
closed doors, all blind spots are banned. 
 
In the Missing Viewer, the circular rail on which the camera clings delineates the field of view 
around the action and the constant distance it maintains with its central object - a trans-
port box erected vertically around which twins circulate -, filmed in a long shot sequence.  
Putting his subjects «in a box», Dollinger redefines the boundaries of their space of represen-
tation.
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EXTRACT OF «OLIVIER DOLLINGER : THE IMPOSSIBLE IMAGE»  
BY MATHILDE VILLENEUVE, 2011

 
Extending the deconstruction of the performance and its relation to the object, Olivier Dollinger’s 
Abstract Telling, navigates within three modes of representation - exhibition, film and perfor-
mance - which together make up a fourth object. «It is for me to invent an unprecedented and 
poetic dialogue», declares the artist, between specific knowledge and languages (astract art, 
magic, mime, performance, ficion film).  
This tale of the shifting of forms operates in several stages. A film is first produced upstream. 
Narrating a story without words and almost without objects, the artist decomposes the action 
followin a simple spatial stratification, inspired by the plans-tables of the film-maker Ozu. 
The film is screened in its location, which also serves as an exhibition hall where the paintings 
(material of the film) and space for the next performance will be hung. This multifunctional 
space is amigous. It is at the same time the studio of shooting and its space of projection, the 
scene of representation and its wings.  
The action described in the film consists in activating a series of abstract painting selected from 
the collection of the Abattoirs de Toulouse. To achieve this enchanted re-reading of their forms 
and signs, the task is entrusted to a young magician, pantomime and practitioner of ombromanie 
(projection of shadows on a screen). 
The magician gives no figure to the abstraction of the paintings that he manipulates. It makes 
new images emerge, which, as in silent films, are above all suggested by the gesture of the 
hand. Prolonging in space the construction of lines and points of paintings, he redoubles their 
principle of abstraction. 

Abstract Telling, 2010 
Vidéo / 16’ 

Editions 5 ex. + 2 AP 
© O. Dollinger 
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Circle Stories, 2012 
Film HD, 7’36’’ and vinyle, wood box 

Unique Piece 
© O. Dollinger 

EXTRACT OF PRESS RELEASE OF THE EXHIBITION «CIRCLE STORIES»  

When an artist thought of probing the narrative potential of the circle by bringing together rhythmic 
gymnastics and Marcel Duchamp’s rotorelief, the result was naturally an exhibition that is plays out 
in a loop, creates dizziness and through detours taken opens breaches.  
Whether he chooses to cross the serpentine dance of the Lumière brothers, Dante’s Inferno, Tatlin’s 
tower, a Wagnerian opera or Ayrton Senna’s last lap, Olivier Dollinger makes the circle the linking 
element of his exhibition, whose subjective history he sets out. 
The motif of the circle, perceived in its power of influence through centuries and disciplines, be-
comes a pretext for creating a tale that crosses personal and political histories and allows itself 
incongruous connections. 
It was in strolling through Marion Meyer’s modern art collection that Olivier Dollinger arrived at 
extracting the element that would serve as the ignition for the conception of his exhibition: a Roto-
relief by Marcel Duchamp – a velvet black fabric on a round stretcher on which five small roto-
reliefs (colored circles printed with spiral motifs) rotate. Olivier Dollinger will explore the circular 
form in his turn. 
A supporter of a deconstructionist vision, Dollinger dismantles bodies. Before the filmed recording of 
the sequences of the champion is a process of distorting learned gestures, of the de-shaping of her 
body to better reveal it to her. A process that he will lay bare when the athlete performs live and in 
relation to a ready-made text written and recited by the art critic Bernard Marcadé. Olivier Dollinger 
has often used this “declimatization” process in his work. Whether it is a question of body-building, 
hypnosis or more recently magic, it is in the experiment conducted with the other that his fascina-
ting images of performances that intentionally seem “degenerate” emerge. 
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The Tears Builders II, 2015 
Vidéo HD / 12’ 

Editions 5 ex. + 2 AP 
© O. Dollinger 

The Tears Builders, 2015 is a reactivation for a collective exhibition «Finding the boy» at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Vitry, from the original project in 1998.  
The same Body Builder, runs 17 years later, the spaces of the museum shortly before 
the opening of the exhibition. The Body Builder struggles with the ideal image of the 
masculine body, while being measured against the imposing and bare architecture of the 
museum. 
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